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At Hexagon Safety & Infrastructure, our goal is to help 
your agency respond quickly and effectively to incidents 
by optimizing your information and resources. Through 
immediate and complete information about events 
and units, our solutions help you respond with speed 
and efficiency. 

Our Intergraph® FireRMS solution, powered by Emergency 
Reporting, is a fully integrated, web- and cloud-based 
fire and EMS reporting and records management system. 
More than 70,000 first responders worldwide leverage 
this technology, including small rural fire districts, multi-
station agencies, counties, and even the U.S. Department 
of Defense. 

Intergraph FireRMS is accessible from any device with 
an Internet connection. We maintain a completely 
secure connection between our servers and your device, 
regardless of whether you’re logged in at the station or on 
your phone at home. 

BUILT-IN MODULES
The interface for Intergraph FireRMS is divided into several 
modules to make it easier for you to input and view data. 
Below is a brief description of each module. 

INCIDENTS MODULE  
Access pre-loaded dropdown lists of all necessary NFIRS 
and NEMSIS Gold codes and descriptions, so you can easily 
select and auto-fill fields throughout the system. As the 
only fully integrated, web-based fire and ePCR incident 
tool, this module validates compliance dynamically, making 
data entry fast and easy. NEMSIS 3 compliant in 2016!

INTERGRAPH® FIRERMS
MESSAGE CENTER MODULE 
Unlike standard e-mail systems, the Message Center is 
a spam-free internal environment where you can send 
messages to individuals or broadcast critical notices to 
all users. These messages will then appear on everyone’s 
Daybook page when they log in.

HYDRANTS MODULE 
If your agency is responsible for fire hydrants in your 
coverage area, our Hydrants module will help consolidate 
those records online for easy access, reporting, 
maintenance, and field work. 

MAINTENANCE MODULE 
Track status, location, and service life of all your apparatus, 
as well as SCBA and bunker gear, hoses, defib machines, 
etc. Easily assign equipment to individual personnel, an 
apparatus, a station, or a combination of the three. You 
also have the ability to generate maintenance requests 
for any of your assets, track their histories, and plan for 
their replacement. 

OCCUPANCY MODULE 
Manage valuable data for buildings and other structures 
in your coverage area, such as occupancy contact information, 
permit and inspection assignments, fire protection systems, 
and more.  We also offer an add-on option, VISION Plus with 
Google Maps, which is a risk assessment tool that supports 
CPSE/CFAI accreditation.

TRAINING MODULE
Create and store all records, documents, and other 
information related to Fire and EMS personnel training. 
Individual personnel can configure their Daybook to display 
scheduled and overdue actions, classes, certifications, and 
evaluations that match their own job responsibilities. 



REPORTS MODULE 
Quickly and easily run real-time reports using our pre-loaded 
reports. If you can’t find a report you need, you can request a 
custom report that meets your exact needs! 

LIBRARY MODULE 
Store files for your personnel to view, such as PDF or video 
files. Users can retrieve these files from anywhere online, 
and even share them with other agencies via e-mail. 

DAILY ROSTER MODULE 
Assign and track personnel and apparatus at multiple 
stations, and customize the rosters to meet your local needs.  

SHIFTS MODULE 
This module feeds and simplifies the Daily Roster, which in 
turn feeds and simplifies incident reports. And with our web-
based solution, all personnel with access can view their shift 
schedule from anywhere, 24/7. 

CALENDAR MODULE 
Get a thumbnail view of all department activities. You can 
even configure the calendar to display icons for different 
types of events, such as shifts, training, inspections, etc.  

EVENTS MODULE 
Track your agency’s contributions to the community outside 
of just pure emergency services. 

INVENTORY MODULE 
Track your consumable, non-equipment items, such as latex 
gloves, batteries, and syringes. You can even configure it to 
send re-order notices via e-mail to responsible personnel. 

PAYROLL MODULE 
Designate pay grades and assign, collect, and report on 
hours and/or points for incidents, training, events, and 
special items entered on time sheets. 

ANALYTICS MODULE 
Assess your agency’s response times and staffing  
levels by setting custom benchmarks or using NFPA 1710  
or 1710 standards. We also have a brand-new, sole source 
add-on–Safety Analytics–that helps you manage NFPA 
1500 compliance. 

DEMOGRAPHICS MODULE 
This module allows all departments to enter their agency 
profile into the system, and then search other department’s 
profiles for comparison and contrast purposes.

MY PROFILE MODULE 
This module gives your users the ability to see their personal 
information without having administrator privileges. 

ADMINISTRATION MODULE 
Use this module to administer the master data and  
settings that integrates Intergraph FireRMS into your  
daily operations. 
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